A transversely homogeneous foliation is a foliation whose transverse model is a homogeneous space G/H. In this paper we consider the class of transversely homogeneous foliations F on a manifold M which can be de"ned by a family of 1-forms on M ful"lling the Maurer}Cartan equation of the Lie group G. This class includes as particular cases Lie foliations and certain homogeneous spaces foliated by points. We develop, for the foliations belonging to this class, a deformation theory for which both the foliation F and the model homogeneous space G/H are allowed to change. As the main result we show that, under some cohomological assumptions, there exist a versal space of deformations of "nite dimension for the foliations of the class and when the manifold M is compact. Some concrete examples are discussed.
Introduction
A foliation F on a manifold M is called a transversely homogeneous foliation modeled on the homogeneous space G/H if it can be de"ned by a family of local submersions f G :; G PG/H such that +; G , is an open covering of M and f H "g HG ) f G with g HG 3G and where the dot denotes the action on G/H of the elements of G. If the subgroup H of G is trivial one says that F is a Lie foliation modeled on the Lie group G. In this paper we discuss the deformations of Lie foliations, and more generally of a class of transversely homogeneous foliations, for which both the foliation F and the model Lie group G, or the model homogeneous space G/H are allowed to change. The main purpose is to show the existence of a versal space of deformations of "nite dimension.
The theory of deformations of geometric structures was initiated by the work of Kodaira and Spencer [10] when they tried to extend to compact complex manifolds of arbitrary dimension the classical construction of moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces. They proved that, under some cohomological assumptions, there exists a family of deformations of the given complex structure parametrized by a smooth "nite dimensional space which is versal in the sense that each other complex structure close enough to the original one is isomorphic to a complex structure contained in the family. In [11] Kuranishi proved a completely general theorem of existence of a versal space for deformations of compact complex manifolds but obtaining as a parameter space an analytic space that can be singular. Subsequently, similar theories of deformations were constructed for some other geometric structures. For instance Girbau et al. [7] proved the existence of a versal space of deformations for each transversely holomorphic foliation on a compact manifold and Gri$ths [8] developed a deformation theory for a large class of G-structures.
In all the above constructions, the geometric structure under consideration has a unique local model which remains "xed under the deformations. This fact permits to identify the space of in"nitesimal deformations with the "rst cohomology group of the sheaf of the in"nitesimal transformations of the structure. Moreover, the sheaf admits a resolution associated to an elliptic complex. The versal space is then obtained using a Hodge decomposition theorem for that complex.
Our interest in this subject comes mainly from a question raised by Ghys [6] , where he conjectures the existence of a versal space of deformations for every Riemannian foliation on a compact manifold. This problem is more intricate because the deformations one has to consider are no longer locally trivial and the potential theoretic methods do not apply anymore. In this article, we have restricted ourselves to the particular case of Lie foliations which are in particular Riemannian foliations. Within this category, even if the local model is allowed to vary, we are able to prove the existence of a "nite-dimensional versal space. If the model group is kept "xed and one just deforms the foliations the existence of a versal space is well known (cf. [16, 6] ).
One of the di!erences with other deformation theories is that we cannot work directly with the cocycle +g HG , and de"ne deformations of the Lie foliation in terms of deformations +gQ HG , of this cocycle with values in a family G Q of Lie groups. Such a de"nition would be too restrictive since there is not a version with parameters of Ado's theorem. Instead of using this point of view we consider the Lie foliation F as de"ned by a di!erential system "2" O"0, where G are 1-forms on M which are linearly independent at each point and ful"ll the Maurer}Cartan equation of the Lie algebra g"Lie(G). Then the deformations of F are given by families G Q ful"lling the Maurer}Cartan equation of a suitable family of Lie algebras g Q . The existence of a versal space for Lie foliations relies deeply in the fact that the deformations of a Lie algebra (of a "xed dimension) depend only on a "nite number of parameters.
The construction made for describing the deformations of Lie foliations can be extended to study the deformations of a certain class of transversely homogeneous foliations. Let e , 2 , e K be a "xed basis of g such that e O> , 2 , e K generates the Lie subalgebra h"Lie(H) and let KI GH be the structure constants of G corresponding to this basis. With this choice (cf. [1] ) a transversely homogeneous foliation F on M modeled on G/H is locally determined by a collection of 1-forms , 2 , O, O>, 2 , K ful"lling the Maurer}Cartan equations with coe$cients KI GH and such that , 2 , O are linearly independent at each point. Then F is de"ned by the di!erential system "2" O"0. The transversely homogeneous foliations considered here are those for which the forms G can be de"ned globally on M. This condition is equivalent to the triviality of a certain principal H-bundle over M naturally associated to F. This class of foliations includes the homogeneous spaces (foliated by points) for which the "ber bundle GPG/H is trivial. For instance we analyze in the last section the deformations of di!erent homogeneous structures over the circle 2.
This paper is organized as follows: in the "rst two sections we de"ne the class of transversely homogeneous foliations that we consider and their deformations. In Section 3 we construct a di!erential complex A whose "rst cohomology group H(A) describes the in"nitesimal deformations of the given foliation. The complex A is not elliptic but we prove in Section 4 that it behaves like an elliptic one and that it admits a Hodge decomposition. This implies in particular that the cohomology HH(A) has "nite dimension when the manifold M is compact. Using the Hodge decomposition for the complex A and following the arguments of Kuranishi as they are explained in [2, 13] we prove in Section 5 the existence of a versal space of deformations under some cohomological conditions and when the manifold M is compact. More precisely, we prove that (i) if H(A)"0 then each deformation of F is trivial and (ii) if H(A)"0 then the germ (H(A),0) parametrizes a family of deformations F Q of F"F which is versal in the sense that for any other family F RY of deformations of F parametrized by (¹, 0) there is a smooth map : (¹, 0)P(H(A), 0) such that F RY and F P RY are isomorphic. In the case of a Lie foliation and without any cohomological assumption we prove the existence of a family of deformations F Q of F parametrized by an analytic space S of "nite dimension (eventually singular) which is weakly versal: the elements of the family represent all the Lie foliations close enough to F up to isomorphism. If S is smooth then the family is versal. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss several examples to illustrate the theory: the three homogeneous structures on 2 (Abelian, a$ne and projective), the Lie foliations modeled on an Abelian Lie group and the homogeneous foliations, that is foliations on a manifold M" !G, where is a discrete and cocompact subgroup of the Lie group G, whose leaves are the left cosets de"ned by a subgroup H of G.
All the objects considered along the paper will be assumed to be of class C.
Preliminaries
Let g be a Lie algebra of dimension m and h a Lie subalgebra of g. We "x a basis e , 
The set of constants KI GH satisfying (1) and (2) determines the Lie algebra structure of g while (3) states that h is a Lie subalgebra of g. We denote by G the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and by H the connected Lie subgroup of G corresponding to the Lie subalgebra h.
We shall denote by the g-valued 1-form on G which is the identity over the left-invariant vector "elds on G, i.e. " I Ie I . Let " I Ie I be a g-valued 1-form on a manifold M. An element g3G transforms into the g-valued form Ad E where Ad E (X)"Ad E ( (X)) for any vector "eld X on M. Once the basis e , 2 , e K of g has been "xed, we shall identify with the n-tuple of scalar 1-forms ( , 2 , K). In particular "( , 2 , K).
and that , 2 , O are linearly independent. Then the di!erential system "2" O"0 is integrable and de"nes a codimension q foliation F. We shall say that F is a g/h-foliation de"ned by the g-valued form .
Main example. Let M"G. Then "( , 2 , K) de"nes a g/h-foliation F %& whose leaves are the left cosets of H. Remark 1. The notion of g/h-foliation includes several classes of geometric structures (a) If q"dim M and H is closed then a g/h-foliation F de"nes a structure of locally homogeneous space on M; that is, the manifold M is locally modeled on the homogeneous space G/H with coordinate changes given by left translations by elements of G and F is the foliation by points. The homogeneous space G/H is endowed with a g/h-foliation when the projection GPG/H admits a global section. (b) When h"0, g/h-foliations are just Lie foliations modeled over G. For instance a nonsingular closed 1-form on M de"nes a Lie foliation modeled over 1. (c) If H is closed then a g/h-foliation is a transversely homogeneous foliation modeled over the homogeneous space G/H. Every transversely homogeneous foliation is given locally by a collection of 1-forms , 2 , K ful"lling (4) (cf. [1] ). If these forms are global then they de"ne a g/h-foliation. This is the case if H(M, H)"0 (cf. [1] ). (d) In general, when H is not necessarily closed, a g/h-foliation is a locally transversely homogeneous foliation as it is de"ned in [12] or [9] .
Let F be a g/h-foliation on M de"ned by . A map :NPM transverse to F induces a g/h-foliation HF on N which is de"ned by H . We say that HF is the pull-back of F by . In particular, the universal covering space M I of M is endowed with the g/h-foliation F I de"ned by H where :M I PM is the canonical projection. The following proposition states that the g/h-foliation F I on M I is a pullback of the g/h-foliation F %& on G which was considered as the main example. 
The map D is called the developing map of F and it is uniquely determined up to left translations by elements of G.
This statement is proved by the same arguments used in the construction of the developing map of a Lie foliation or a transversely homogeneous foliation [4, 1] . It follows from Frobenius theorem for di!erential ideals that for any point in M I there are a neighbourhood ; of it and a map f : ;PG such that f H " . The maps f are unique up to left translations by elements of G. Since M I is simply connected the maps f can be chosen in such a way that they glue together giving rise to the developing map D.
Let us consider the space
The projection Q I PM I onto the "rst factor de"nes Q I as the total space of a principal H-bundle over M I . The map s :M I PQ I given by s (x )"(x , D(x )) is a section. Therefore, the map
is an isomorphism and the bundle is trivial. Under this identi"cation the projection onto the second factor : Q I PG is given by (x , h)"D(x ) ) h and one has the commutative diagram
The map is a submersion. Therefore, the g-valued 1-form I " H de"nes a Lie foliation F / I on Q I . Clearly s H I " . Since D is equivariant by the (M)-action the principal H-bundle Q I , the section s and the g-valued 1-form I project onto an H-bundle Q over M, a section s : MPQ and a g-valued form de"ning a Lie foliation F / on Q such that "sH . So we obtain the following proposition. The triple (Q, , s) determines the g/h-foliation F on M.
Remark 2. De5nition 2. Let and de"ne a g/h-foliation and a g/h-foliation on M and M, respectively. Let (Q, , s) and (Q, , s) be the corresponding triples given by Proposition 2. We say that the two foliations are isomorphic if there is a triple ( f, fK , ), where f : MPM and fK : QPQ are di!eomorphisms and : gPg is a Lie algebra isomorphism with (h)"h, such that (i) the diagram where p and p denote the natural projections, is commutative,
Remark 3. (a) It follows from the above de"nition that, if we still denote by : HPH the isomorphism of Lie groups induced by the Lie algebra isomorphism, then f K is -equivariant in the sense that
QPQ is a H-bundle isomorphism over f and : gPg is a linear isomorphism with (h)"h, be given. Then there is a unique g/h-foliation F on M for which ( f, f K , ) is an isomorphism identifying F with F. The foliation F, called the foliation induced by ( f, f K , ), will be denoted by F ( f, f K , ). It is determined by the triple (Q, , s) where is de"ned by f K H "
. (e) In the case of Lie foliations the description of isomorphisms is simpler. An isomorphism between a g-foliation F on M de"ned by and a g-foliation F on M de"ned by is given by a couple ( f, ) where f : MPM is a di!eomorphism and : gPg is a Lie algebra isomorphism such that f H " .
Deformations of g/h-foliations
From now on we suppose that a g-valued 1-form de"ning a g/h-foliation F on a connected manifold M has been "xed. We shall denote by (¹,0) the germ at 0 of a real analytic set ¹ de"ned in a neighbourhood of the origin of an Euclidean space 1 l .
De5nition 3.
A family of deformations F R of the g/h-foliation F parametrized by (¹,0) is given by a collection of 1-forms R , 2 , K R on M, depending smoothly on t3¹, and a set of smooth functions KI GH (t) such that conditions (1)}(4) are ful"lled for each t3¹. So for every t3¹ the set of constants KI GH (t) de"nes a Lie algebra g R and a Lie subalgebra h R and the forms R "(
One cannot expect an analogous of Proposition 2 for families of deformations because there is not a version of Ado's theorem with parameters. Nevertheless, if the manifold M is compact then a weaker statement, which will be su$cient for our purposes, is still true.
Let R "( R , 2 , K R ) and KI GH (t) de"ne a family of deformations of the given g/h-foliation on M. The third Lie theorem, stating that there is a local Lie group realizing a given Lie algebra, is based on the theorem of existence of solutions for ordinary di!erential equations and on Frobenius theorem for involutive distributions (cf. [15] ). Therefore, it admits a version with parameters and we deduce that there are a family G R of local Lie groups and a family H R of local Lie subgroups such that the corresponding Lie algebras g R and h R are those de"ned by the family of structure constants KI GH (t). In fact, one can "nd vector "elds e R , 2 , e KR , on a neighbourhood of the origin in 1K, depending smoothly on t3¹ and such that [e GR , e HR ]" I KI GH (t)e IR . The family of vector 1-forms R can be constructed on the product ;;H R , where ; is a simply connected open subset of M and t is small enough, as in the proof of Proposition 2. The forms R are determined by their restriction to the zero section (cf. Remark 2) and therefore all these constructions must agree. Since M is compact R are de"ned on M;H R with t in a suitable neighbourhood of 0 in ¹.
Proposition 3. Let dexne a g/h-foliation F on a compact manifold M and let
Let a family of deformations F R of F de"ned by R and KI GH (t) and parametrized by (¹,0) be given. Each smooth map of germs of analytic sets : (¹,0)P(¹,0) induces a family F P RY parametrized by (¹,0) which is given by P RY and KI GH ( (t)). We say that F P RY is the pull-back of F R by . Two families of deformations F R and F R of F parametrized by the same space of parameters (¹,0) and de"ned, respectively, by R , KI GH (t) and by R and KI GH (t) will be said to be equivalent if there is a triple (
, where p and p denote the natural projections, (ii) f K H R R " R R and (iii) f , f K and are the identity maps. A family of deformations of F parametrized by (¹,0) is called trivial if it is equivalent to the constant family.
In5nitesimal deformations
The "xed g/h-foliation F de"ned by can be perturbed by taking a new family of 1-forms I" I# I and a new set of constants KI GH "KI GH #CI GH in such a way that conditions (1)}(4) are still ful"lled. Therefore, a new g/h-foliation near F is speci"ed by a couple ( , ), where (a) "( , 2 , K) is a m-tuple of di!erential 1-forms on M close to zero and (b) 3RgHg is a g-valued 2-form over g close to zero,
such that the integrability conditions
and
where KI GH "KI GH #CI GH , are satis"ed. Moreover, since we want the set of constants KI GH to de"ne, not only a new Lie algebra g but also a Lie subalgebra h, we require the "rst q components , 2 , O of to belong to the ideal in RHgH generated by , 2 , O. Let P be the space of di!erential forms on M of degree r. We denote by R"(R, 2 ,RK) the linear map from RPgHg into ( P)K given by
where J"(j , 2 , j P ) and (" H 2 HP. Given an element "( , 2 , K)3( P)K we denote by dK + the element of ( P>)K whose components are given by
In a similar way, we introduce an operator dK g : RPgHgPRP>gHg acting on an element 3RPgHg by
where here d denotes the exterior derivative on the Lie group G. Notice that the operators dK + and dK g are formally the same.
The linearization of Eqs. (5) and (6) with respect to the variables I and CI GH are, respectively,
This second equation can be written in terms of the vector form as
Let <P denote the space of elements 3RPgHg whose "rst q components , 2 , O belong to the ideal in RHgH generated by , 2 , O. When r"0 this means that <"h. For r3-, we set AP"( P)K<P>.
Notice that the couple ( , ) de"ning a perturbation of F is an element of A and that the integrability equations (5) and (6) as well as their linearization (10) and (11) are identities in A. In fact, if we de"ne
then the linearized equations (10) and (11) can be written as
and the complete integrability equations (5) and (6) are of the form
where P( , ) is a sum of quadratic and cubic terms. A straightforward computation using the Jacobi identity shows that
Therefore we obtain the di!erential complex A:
We denote by HH(A) the cohomology of this complex, i.e.
HI(A)"Ker+D
It will be proved in the next section that this cohomology has "nite dimension when the manifold M is compact. The assertion of Proposition 4 is equivalent to say that dK + "0 and dK g "0. Therefore if we denote AI "( I)K we can also consider the complexes A and V given by
Notice that the projections APP<P> de"ned by ( , ) C induce a complex morphism from A onto the complex 0P<P<P<P2 whose kernel is the complex A . Now we denote by the space of integrable elements of A, that is the space of couples ( , ) in A ful"lling the integrability equations (5) and (6) . A family F R of deformations of F parametrized by (¹,0) is given by a family of couples ( R , R ) where
and the family F R can be viewed as a smooth map from ¹ into A, sending t into ( R , R )3A, whose image is contained in .
In particular, if the family of deformations is parametrized by an interval of the real line then t C ( R , R ) is a smooth curve in passing trough the origin. The tangent vector to this curve
ful"lls Eq. (12) . Therefore, it is a cocycle and de"nes a cohomology class in H(A) which is called the inxnitesimal deformation of the family F R . More generally, in case ¹ is smooth there is a well-de"ned map
sending a vector v3¹ ¹ into the cohomology class de"ned by the derivative of ( R , R ) at the origin and in the direction v. We say that is the Kodaira}Spencer map associated to the family. Corollary 1 below states that if the family of deformations is trivial then the vector (17) is a coboundary. Therefore, we shall say that the elements of H(A) are the in"nitesimal deformations of F.
In the proofs of the proposition below and the versality theorem we shall need to parametrize 
Let be a smooth section of N. We associate to the pair (
Here the dot denotes the action of h3H on the principal bundle M;H. If is small enough then f Q and f K Q are di!eomorphisms and f K Q is a H-bundle isomorphism over f Q . Notice that any pair ( f, f K ), where f K is a H-bundle morphism over f, close enough to the identity can be obtained in this way.
Assume now that ¹ is a neighbourhood of zero in the real line and let R be a smooth family of sections of N parametrized by ¹ with "0 and R a smooth family of linear isomorphisms of the vector space g preserving the subspace h and such that "id. We can write
where X is a vector "eld on M and > V 3¹ C Hh, and
The triple (
, induces a trivial family of deformations F R of F parametrized by ¹. More precisely, for each t3¹, F R is the g/h-foliation on M which is identi"ed to F"F by means of the isomorphism ( f R , f K R , R ). We recall that this means the following. The g/h-foliation F is determined by a vector 1-form on M;H de"ning a g-Lie foliation on M;H in such a way that "sH , where s : MPM;H is the zero section s (x)"(x, e) . Now we denote by R the vector 1-form on M;H de"ned by
de"nes a g-Lie foliation on M;H with set of constants KI GH (t) given by the Maurer}Cartan equation
Then F R is the g/h-foliation de"ned by the vector 1-form R "sH R and the set of constants KI GH (t)"KI GH #CI GH (t). If we set R " # R and
then the curve ( R , R ) in the space of integrable elements of A represents the trivial family of deformations F R .
Proposition 5. In the above situation one has
Proof. Recall that if F R is a family of local di!eomorphisms of 1K of the form FI R (x)" xI#t ZI(x)#O(t) and is a 1-form then
where¸8 denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the vector "eld Z"(Z, 2 , ZK). Applying this fact to the family f K QR of di!eomorphisms of M;H associated to the family R of sections of N and using (18) one obtains
It follows from (19) that
Computing R "sH R reduces to evaluate R on the horizontal vectors (v + ,0)3N. A direct calculation shows thaţ
This implies that
Collecting all these computations and using the expression in components of the operator D one deduces (20). From the above result the corollary follows. 
A twisted Hodge theory
In this section, we begin by recalling the basic facts of the Hodge theory for elliptic di!erential operators and elliptic complexes, especially the Hodge decomposition theorem. For the details we refer to Warner [17] . Then we show how this theory can be extended to a larger class of complexes which includes the complex A constructed in the precedent section. In particular, we obtain the "niteness of its cohomology when the manifold M is compact.
Through this section the manifold M will be assumed to be connected, compact, of dimension n and orientable with an orientation given by a volume element . In fact all the results remain valid for M nonorientable as can be seen by passing to the double-covering space.
Let EPM be a complex vector bundle of rank d equipped with an Hermitian metric h. The space (E) of C-sections of E is a FreH chet space with the C-topology. The Hermitian metric h induces a Hermitian product on (E) given by
were , are elements of (E) and V , V denote their values at a given point x3M. The corresponding norm is "" """(1 , 2. We denote by¸(E) the associated Hilbert space. The natural inclusion (E) 6¸(E) is continuous. In the next section, we will also consider the Sobolev s-completion =Q(E) of (E). The following proposition states the basic properties of Sobolev spaces.
Proposition 6. (i) Let m3-. If s*[n/2]#m then any section 3=Q(E) is of class CQ.
(
ii) For any s3-there is an inclusion =Q>(E)L=Q(E) and the natural injection =Q>(E) 6 =Q(E)
is compact.
A continuous linear functional on (E), equipped with the C-topology, is called a current on E. The space of currents on E will be denoted by C(E). An element 3¸(E) induces a current ¹ @ : (E)P" given by
The injection¸(E)PC(E) de"ned by C¹ @ is continuous. Let E, F be the total spaces of complex vector bundles over M of respective ranks k and l. A diwerential operator of order m from E into F is a linear map¸: (E)P (F) such that in local trivializations of E and F and with respect to local coordinates of M can be written aş
where DP"*P/*xP 2 *xPL L and a P is a k;l-matrix (a GH ) whose coe$cients a GH are C-functions.
The di!erential operator¸is called elliptic if the symbol (¸)(x, ) is an isomorphism for every x3M and every nonzero covector 3¹H V M. In this case, the ranks k and l are equal. Suppose now that E"F and the order m of¸is even, then¸is said strongly elliptic if the quadratic form Q de"ned at (x, ) by
is positive de"nite for each couple (x, ). Here h denotes the Hermitian metric on E and v is an element of E V . Every strongly elliptic operator is elliptic. The properties of elliptic operators stated in the following proposition are the key for proving the Hodge decomposition theorem. For the proof one can see [17, p. 248 ].
Proposition 7. Let¸: (E)P (F) be a diwerential operator. Then it extends to¸: C(E)PC(F). (i) Suppose that¸is elliptic. Given 3 (F) every solution ¹3C(E) of the equation¸(¹)" is in fact an element of (E), that is a C section of E. (ii) Suppose that E"F and that¸is strongly elliptic and selfadjoint and let H
be a sequence in (E) such that "" H "")C and ""¸( H )"")C for a given constant C. Then H admits a Cauchy subsequence for the¸-norm "" "". 
Its cohomology is denoted by HH(E).
We say that E is an elliptic complex if the corresponding symbol sequence
is exact for each x3M and each nonzero covector 3¹H V M. If q"1 the elliptic complex E reduces to just one elliptic operator (E)P (E).
For
is a self-adjoint di!erential operator on (EG). It is easy to prove that the complex E is elliptic if and only if for every i the operator G is strongly elliptic. Let '(EG) be the kernel of G . Then
The elements of '(EG) are called harmonic sections of E. The Hodge decomposition theorem can now be stated as
Hodge Theorem. Let M be a compact manifold and let (E
G , d G ) be
an elliptic complex on M. Then for each i (i) the space '(EG) is xnite dimensional and (ii) there is an orthogonal decomposition
(EG)"'(EG) G ( (EG)) "'(EG)d G\ ( (EG\))dH G ( (EG>)).
As a consequence, the cohomology HG(E) of the complex E of global sections is xnite dimensional and isomorphic to '(EG).
Now we want to extend the preceding theorem to a class of di!erential complexes which are not elliptic but which are closely related. Suppose that we are given
1. An elliptic complex E of Hermitian vector bundles over M,
2. A complex of Hermitian "nite-dimensional vector spaces, 0P< B P < B P 2 BO\ P <OP0.
An injective linear map R G : <GP (EG>), for each i, such that the following diagram is commutative
On (EG)<G we de"ne the Hermitian product 1 , 2 by
The corresponding norm is ""( , u)"""("" ""#""u"").
Let 
A straightforward computation shows that¸G > ¸G"0 for each i. So we get a di!erential complex V:
We denote by HG(V) its cohomology. Notice that the complex V reduces to E when <G"+0, for each i. The complex V is not elliptic since the involved spaces are not spaces of sections of vector bundles and the involved operators are not di!erential operators. We will show however that it behaves like an elliptic one and in particular that the Hodge decomposition theorem remains valid. This is a key ingredient in the proof of the existence of a versal space of deformations for g/h-foliations.
Let¸H G : (EG>)<G>P (EG)<G be the adjoint operator of¸G. It is de"ned by the formula
Then G is an operator on (EG)<G which can be written as
where
Notice that the assumption made on the complex E implies that G : (EG)P (EG) are strongly elliptic selfadjoint operators.
From Proposition (7) 
) admits a Cauchy subsequence for thȩ -norm "" "". 
" is also bounded. Then it follows from part (ii) of Proposition 7, applied to the selfadjoint strongly elliptic operator G , that the sequence H admits a Cauchy subsequence. This completes the proof. ᮀ
Corollary 2. The kernel 'G of G : (EG)<GP (EG)<G has xnite dimension.
Now we are in position to give the statement and the proof of the Hodge decomposition theorem for the complex V.
Theorem 1 (Twisted Hodge theorem). (i) The space
'G"Ker G is xnite dimensional. (ii) There is an orthogonal decomposition (EG)<G"'GIm G "'GIm¸G \ Im¸H G .
As a consequence, the cohomology space HG(V) of the complex V is xnite dimensional and isomorphic to 'G.
Proof. Part (i) is just Corollary 2. Let us prove part (ii). Since 'G has "nite dimension we have an orthogonal decomposition (EG)<G"'G('G),.
So it su$ces to prove the equality Im G "('G),. The inclusion Im G L('G), is clear. To prove that ('G), is contained in Im G is equivalent to prove that for any given ( , u) in ('G), the equation
has a solution ( , v) in (EG)<G. Following the proof of the analogous statement given in [17, p. 224] and using the regularity lemma (1), one can construct a weak solution of (21), that is a continuous linear functional ¹ on ( (EG)<G, "" "") such that for every ( , w)3 (EG)<G we have
But this linear functional extends, by Hahn}Banach theorem, to a continuous linear functional ¹ I on the Hilbert space¸(EG)<G satisfying the same property as ¹, i.e. for every ( , w)3¸(EG)<G we have
Since¸(EG)<G is a Hilbert space, there exists ( , v)3¸(EG)<G such that for every ( , a)3¸(EG)<G we have
for every ( , w)3¸(EG)<G. Therefore, we have
in the sense of currents. In particular,
Since , R G ( ) and A G (v) are C-sections of EG it follows from part (i) of Proposition 7 that is also a C-section of EG. This shows that Im G "('G), ending the proof. ᮀ Remark 4. All the results in this sections apply to the case of di!erential operators acting on sections of real vector bundles. One has just to complexify the vector bundles and to extend the di!erential operators in the obvious way.
The versal space of deformations
Let F be a g/h-foliation on a compact manifold M de"ned by a g-valued form . The proof of this theorem follows the ideas used to prove the Kodaira}Spencer}Kuranishi theorem for deformations of complex structures, as they are given by Morrow and Kodaira [13] and Douady [2] , and its generalization to transversely holomorphic foliations given by Girbau et al. [7] . Here we just indicate the main steps emphasizing the di!erences with the above results.
Fix a Riemannian metric on the manifold M and scalar products on the vector subspaces <I of RIg H de"ned is Section 3. They induce scalar products on the spaces AG"( G)K<G> that are used to de"ne the adjoint D H of D. We set "DD H #D H D. The complex A is in the hypothesis of the twisted Hodge theorem and therefore
where 'G is the kernel of :AGPAG, and HG(A)'G has "nite dimension.
Let r be an integer big enough with respect to the dimension of m and let PAG denote the Sobolev r-completion of AG. The set
is, in a neighbourhood of the origin, an analytic submanifold of PA of "nite dimension whose tangent space at 0 is 'H(A). One can see that "nding solutions of D H (D #P )#DD H "0 reduces, as in the Regularity Lemma (1), to solve an elliptic equation and therefore the elements of are smooth. We denote by (S,0) the germ at the origin of the analytic subset S of the integrable elements of , that is
where P denotes the space of elements in PA ful"lling the integrability condition D #P "0. For a given element 3 PA let " ( ) be the element of P\A de"ned as
A long but straightforward computation shows that the components of D "DP can be written in terms of products of the coe$cients of and . One can deduce that D ful"lls the following estimate with respect to the Sobolev norms
Now, using (22), it can be proved as in [11] (cf. also [13, p. 163] ) that S can also be described as
in particular S is smooth and coincides with when H(A)"0. The elements of S de"ne a family F Q of deformations of F parametrized by (S,0). From now on we will assume that the space S is smooth, possibly reduced to a point (this will happen if H(A)"0). We shall show that in this case the family F Q parametrized by (S,0) is versal. This will prove parts (ii) and (iii) of the theorem.
The family of deformations F Q of F de"nes a family of Lie algebras g Q and Lie subalgebras h Q with g "g and h "h. Each g Q and h Q are identi"ed as vector spaces to g and h through the linear isomorphism determined by e IQ Ce I . We denote by G Q and H Q the local Lie groups corresponding to g Q and h Q , respectively. Furthermore, using Proposition 3 we can construct a family Q of g Q -valued 1-forms on the trivial H Q -bundle M;H Q which de"nes a family of Lie foliations on M;H Q modeled over G Q and such that the family of deformations F Q is given by the family of 1-forms Q "s H Q , where s(x)"(x, e) is the zero section. Recall that in Section 3 we used the "xed Riemannian metric on M to construct a correspondence
where is a smooth section of N"¹(M;H)" +" + C , close to zero, f is a di!eomorphism of M and f K is a H-bundle isomorphism of M;H over f. This correspondence de"nes a parametrization of pairs ( f, f K ) close to the identity by sections of N. We denote now by N Q the family of vector bundles
where 
) induced as a pull-back of F Q by this triple is de"ned by an element ( , )#( , )3A with ( , )3 LA close to zero. We denote the element ( , ) by (s,( , ) ). The map : S;AP LA de"ned in this way extends to a smooth map : S; P>AP P L PA which is properly de"ned in a neighbourhood of (0,0). Notice that the restriction of to S,S;+0, is the natural inclusion and that the restriction of to +0,; P>A has as di!erential map at the origin the linear map D: P>AP PA. This follows from Proposition 5.
Let us consider the subspace of PA containing P which is de"ned by
It follows from the implicit function theorem for Banach spaces and from the decomposition Hodge theorem that P is a Banach submanifold in a neighbourhood of the origin having as tangent space at the origin the kernel of the linear map D: PAP P\A. Let A a topological supplementary to the subspace ' of P>A. The tangent linear map at the origin of the restriction : S;AP P L P is a linear isomorphism from ';A into the kernel of D : PAP P\A. Therefore P " P and identi"es S;A with P in a neighbourhood of the origin. From this it follows that the family F Q is versal as it is explained in [2] .
Finally, assume that there is a family F R parametrized by a smooth space ¹ in such a way that the corresponding Kodaira}Spencer map :¹ ¹PH(A) is an isomorphism. This means that the composition of the di!erential map at zero of the natural map n : ¹P with the projection PAP' is an isomorphism. In particular n(¹) is smooth in a neighbourhood of the origin. The above argument remains valid if we substitute the space S by n(¹) and this proves the last part of the theorem.
A stronger version of the above theorem can be proved for Lie foliations. Recall that a Lie g-foliation F is determined by a g-valued 1-form "( , 2 , O) on M ful"lling the Maurer} Cartan equation of g:
and such that , 2 , O are linearly independent at each point of M. As it was already remarked an isomorphism between Lie foliations determined by a g-valued 1-form and a g-valued 1-form is just given by a couple ( f, ), where f is a di!eomorphism between the manifolds and is an isomorphism between the Lie algebras such that f H " .
Let us consider an element ( , )3A not necessarily integrable and let K denote the element of Rg H g de"ned as
Given a pair ( f, ) where f is a di!eomorphism of M and is a linear isomorphism of g, as vector space, we can associate to ( , ) a new element ( , )3A de"ned in the following way:
Here stands for the linear isomorphism of Rg H g induced by : gPg. If ( , ) is integrable de"ning a Lie foliation F then ( , ) represents the Lie foliation F ( f, ). Therefore, when we are dealing with Lie foliations the map : S; P>AP P L PA can be extended to a map : PA; P>AP PA which is properly de"ned in a neighbourhood of (0, 0). Given the elements ( , )3A and ( , )3A close to zero one has (( , ),( , ))"( , )#D( , )#Q(( , ),( , )),
where Q(( , ),( , )) denotes the terms of order two or more in ( , ) and ( , ). Using this relation one can reason as in [11] or [13] and show that for each ( , )3A close to zero there is ( , )3A close to zero such that DH (( , ),( , ))"0.
It follows that the restriction of to S;A is surjective onto a neighbourhood of zero in and one obtains the following weak versality property for the family F Q parametrized by S. In the case the analytic space S is smooth the family F Q is versal.
Remark 5. The deformations of the pair of Lie algebras (g,h) can be described by means of the complex V de"ned in (16) . More precisely, the space of in"nitesimal deformations of the pair (g,h) is naturally identi"ed to H(V) and one can construct a versal space of deformations following the approach of Kodaira}Spencer}Kuranishi. For the general theory of deformations of a single algebra we refer to Gerstenhaber [5] .
One could also develop a deformation theory for g/h-foliations, when the transverse model is "xed, by means of the complex A de"ned in (15) . Nevertheless, the deformations of a foliation modeled on a "xed homogeneous space G/H is well understood by a completely di!erent and general argument given by Thurston [16] (cf. also [6] ).
Some examples
There exist di!erent structures of homogeneous space on the circle 2. All of them are g/h-foliations because each principal bundle over 2 is trivial. In this section, we calculate the deformations of several of these homogeneous structures. We also consider the deformations of Abelian Lie foliations and study two concrete examples. Finally, we study the deformations of the homogeneous foliations, that is foliations on a manifold M" !G, where is a discrete and cocompact subgroup of the Lie group G, whose leaves are the left cosets de"ned by a subgroup H of G. We compute in particular the in"nitesimal deformations of the Roussarie foliation on !SL(2,1) and of the homogeneous #ows on S;S.
and DH:APA also vanishes. This last fact implies that
One can see that in fact
In particular, the space ' has dimension n (L )!(L\ ). Therefore, the space S of integrable elements of is given by the elements (0, bI GH )3' ful"lling the integrability condition
For n"1 one has '"0 and the structure is rigid. For n"2 the space S has dimension 2 and it is smooth, therefore it is versal. For n*3, S is the singular space de"ned by the intersection of quadrics (24). Notice that in any case S is a cone. Moreover, S is just the versal space of the deformations of the pair (r L ,r L\ ), where r L denotes the Abelian Lie algebra of dimension n. Since the structure constants of r L are all zero, the elements of S of the form (0, bI GH ) de"ne the same pair of algebras for each 31!+0,. Therefore, by deformation of the original structure one obtains all the couples (g,h) where g is an arbitrary Lie algebra of dimension n admitting a Lie subalgebra h of codimension one.
2 as homogeneous space of the azne group GA
We consider the circle 2 as the homogeneous space G/H"GA/1 )9 where G"GA is the group of the a$ne transformations of the real line which preserve the orientation. If we think GA as the matrix group
then H"1 )9 is a semidirect product included in GA as the subgroup
for a given positive number O1. We "x the basis of left-invariant vector "elds on GA given by e "x * *x , e "x * *y .
The dual basis is given by "dx/x and "dy/x. With these choices the g/h-foliation on 2 is determined by the 1-forms "dt, and "0, where t"log x, and the set of structure constants
The operator DH : APA is given by DH(0, cI)"(0, bI GH ) where
It follows that this operator is injective and therefore
Similar computations to those in the previous examples show that, also in this case, "' and in fact that ' is the subspace of elements ( Idt, bI GH )3A with
(t)"a cos 2t#b sin 2t#4c,
where a, b, c are real parameters. All this implies that S"' is a smooth versal space and of dimension 3. The family of pairs of Lie algebras associated to the versal deformation is parametrized by c. For each value of c di!erent from the unique real root c of the polynomial P(c)"!17c#36c!24c#4 the Lie algebra g A is isomorphic to sl(2) while g A is not semisimple. In fact, g A is the Lie algebra sol, the unique solvable nonnilpotent Lie algebra of dimension 3. In any case h A is the Lie algebra of the a$ne group GA.
Abelian Lie foliations
Let M be a compact manifold endowed with an Abelian Lie foliation F of codimension m"q. That is, F is modeled on the group G"1K and is de"ned by a collection of m closed 1-forms , 2 , K on M which are linearly independent at each point. Recall that R"(R , 2 ,RK) is the realization map de"ned in (7) . In our situation R induces a linear map
Notice that ZI is the image of this map. We denote by BI> the kernel of R K I> . In this situation, we have
The computation of the space S in this case is much more involved than in the previous examples because now the system of equations de"ning the space is nonlinear. We suspect that the only nonobstructed deformations of F correspond to the family F Q exhibited above.
Homogeneous foliations
Let G be a connected and simply-connected Lie group, H a connected subgroup of G and a discrete and cocompact subgroup of G. Then M" !G is a compact manifold endowed with the foliation F whose leaves are the left cosets de"ned by H. We say that F is a homogeneous foliation. The basis of left-invariant 1-forms , 2 , K on G project onto a basis of 1-forms , 2 , K on M. These forms de"ne F as a g/h-foliation. In this paragraph, we describe the space of in"nitesimal deformations H(A) of a homogeneous foliation in two di!erent situations.
Any deformation of the representation of groups : (M) PG induces a deformation of the g/h-foliation F. The following theorem states that, under certain conditions implying that the pair of Lie algebras (g,h) is rigid, the in"nitesimal deformations of F coincides with the in"nitesimal deformations of the representation . We recall that the space of in"nitesimal deformations of is the "rst cohomology group H( ,g) of the group with values in g viewed as a -module via the adjoint representation. We also recall that the deformations of the pair (g, h) are described by the complex V introduced in (16) .
Theorem 4. Assume that G is contractible and that HI(V)"0 for k"1,2. Then H(A)H( ,g).
Proof. Besides the complexes A and V we also consider the complex A which is the kernel of the complex morphism de"ned by the projections APP<P> given by ( , ) C . This complex morphism induces the long exact sequence of cohomology
2PH(A)PH(V)PH(A )PH(A)PH(V)2 .
The hypothesis made on V imply that H(A )H(A). In order to compute H(A ) we consider now the system of linear partial di!erential equations
associated to the di!erential operator dK + introduced in (8) and where the unknown is the vector-valued function f"( f , 2 , f K). The space of global solutions of (25) is the kernel of dK + : A PA . Using Jacobi's identity one can easily check that Eq. (25) ful"lls the conditions of Frobenius integrability theorem. Therefore, the set of germs of solutions of (25) is a sheaf over M which is locally isomorphic to a constant sheaf. It follows that the cohomology HH(A ) is naturally identi"ed to the cohomology of M with values in .
Let us consider the "bered product M g "G; g, where acts on G by left translations and on g by means of the adjoint representation. The projection onto the "rst factor G; gP !G
de"nes M g as a #at vector bundle over M" !G. By a #at (local) section of (26) we shall mean
Let M"G"S;S be the Lie group obtained as a product of two copies of S and set v G "(v G ,0) for i"1,2,3 and v G "(0, v G\ ) for i" 4, 5, 6 . The vector "elds v , 2 ,v determine a basis of g"so(3);so (3) . De"ne e G "v G for i"1, 2 ,5 and e "v # v where 31 is a "xed parameter. Let H be the one-parameter subgroup of G associated to e . The dual basis " , 2 , " of e , 2 , e determines a homogeneous foliation F on M whose leaves are the left cosets de"ned by H. Using the above proposition one can easily compute H(A)H(A % ). It is the vector space of dimension 5 generated by the cohomology classes of ( , dK g ) with "( , 2 , ,0), I" I and I31. Moreover, all the vector-valued forms " # are integrable and the family of deformations of F de"ned by them is versal. This family corresponds to the family of one parameter subgroups of G generated by the vector "elds e ! G Ge G .
